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FROM CEO

For ZOE Los Angeles, Phase One is 
underway! We received $3 million in 
full funding for our land, first children’s 
home and multi-purpose building to 
serve female child/youth trafficking 
survivors. We are ready to break 
ground any day now. ZOE is also 
working with LA County in the recovery 
of child/youth survivors and serving 
survivors and their families. 

ZOE Australia is seeing prevention 
opportunities continue to expand. ZOE 
is bringing anti-trafficking curriculum 
into more and more schools! We are so 
grateful to our Australian partners who 
have helped to fund our work globally.

ZOE Mexico has a new office and is 
beginning our work at the 
encouragement of the Mexican 
government, by developing an anti-
trafficking prevention program for 
schools called V.I.D.A. The number of 
children that need our help is 
staggering. 

ZOE Japan is continuing our effective 
work in bringing Jesus to the children 
of Japan. We have increased our anti-
trafficking awareness in schools, 
churches and communities. 

God has done amazing things this year. 
The great opportunities we have 
experienced has caused the ministry to 
grow tremendously.  As we look to 
2019, we look forward to all that God 
will do in and through our ministry.

With great love, joy, and gratitude!

Michael and Carol Hart
ZOE Founders
President/Vice President

As we reflect on 2018, we are so 
thankful and grateful for YOU! THANK 
YOU for standing with us to bring 
truth, justice, and mercy! Your 
generosity and prayers have made our 
successes possible.

This year, ZOE Thailand has seen many 
more people come to Christ – well over 
1000 people this year alone! We 
reached over 5,000 people through 
our human trafficking prevention 
programs. We partnered with law 
enforcement officers from the USA 
who provided tactical training for elite 
TICAC officers who conduct rescue and 
who ZOE serves alongside. We are 
finding continued favor - ZOE received 
numerous awards from several 
government agencies. We rejoice that 
135 children/youth survivors are 
flourishing and healing under our care. 
Many teens are healing and finding a 
new life in our new Child Rescue 
Center.

LETTER



OUR MISSION

Reaching every person.
Rescuing every child.

ZOE International is a Christian organization with the mission to bring the

Good News of Jesus Christ and to make disciples of the unreached people

of the world and to demonstrate God’s compassion through rescuing and

caring for orphans and children from human trafficking.

OUR VISION

Every person reached.
Every child rescued.

ZOE International’s vision is to fulfill God’s dream that every person on earth

will know Him and possess eternal Life through Jesus Christ; and, that in

lands where Christ is unknown, His love will be experienced, His Kingdom will

reign, His Church will be built, His disciples will multiply, and He will be

glorified for who He is.

>>>>



NEW
STAFF

Dave Cox is ZOE's Chief Operating Officer. 
Bringing over 20 years of experience as a 

pastor and a police officer, he is providing 
strategic direction and oversight of ZOE’s 

work and expansion in the five nations we 
serve! Having traveled to Thailand many 

times before coming on staff, God made it 
clear to Dave and ZOE's Founders that he 

was called for this role.

ZOE International was blessed to have two new team
members fill vital roles for us in 2018:

Ashley Berry is our new Accounting 
Manager. She moved to California from 
a small town in Mississippi, following 
God's call to use accounting for His 
mission! The combination of her love for 
accounting and her love for ZOE's 
mission makes her the perfect addition 
to our team!
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OUR 2018
HIGHLIGHTS

THAILAND

USA

AUSTRALIA

MEXICO

JAPAN



THAILAND

BIBLE
TRACKS

HANDED
OUT

9,170

DECISIONS
FOR

CHRIST

1,713
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LEADERSHIP

Throughout 2018, the ZOE Leadership Training students continued in

their classroom studies in Ministry, Business, and Language. The

students also have many practical opportunities to develop their

leadership skills throughout their time at ZOE.

During the April and October school breaks, the ZOE Leadership

Training students were involved in leading and working with the ZOE

staff to organize and run the camp activities with the children from

ZOE. They ran Bible studies, outings, and games.

In November, some of the students led a youth camp with another

ministry. After the camp, the students got into the truck to return to

ZOE, however the truck broke down along the way home. They

waited a a long time for another vehicle to come and pick them up

and ended up getting back around midnight. As one of the ZOE staff

reflected on this they were encouraged to see how the students

responded. Though tired from leading at the camp, there were no

complaints, but instead they shifted their focus to praising God for

the breakthroughs they had seen while leading at the camp.

In 2018, the ZOE Leadership School had a further 14 students

graduate. Over the past 12 years, there have been 180 alumni. These

graduates are now leaders serving in their communities.
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"

I used to be very naughty and disobedient to my parents. I used to drink and
use drugs. I liked to hang out with bad friends and was always causing
problems. My parents cried because of me many times and they were always
worried about me. They also lost a lot of money to get me out of jail. My
parents could hardly sleep because they were always worried that I would
cause problems again.

However, one day, they were discouraged because it seemed like I would never
change and get better. They thought of taking their lives away on that day
thinking that God did not love them because He did not answer their prayers
by changing me. After I found out about this, I made up my mind to change.
However, I started to go back and hang out with my old friends again. This
time was even worse. Thankfully my parents did not give up on me and they
kept praying for me.

One day, a man came and asked me if I would like go to ZOE Leadership
Training and learn about the Bible. I felt deeply then that I really wanted to go.
It was New Year's time when I heard that. I told my parents that I wanted to go
to learn about the Bible and they were so happy. Some of my friends tried to
discourage me. They even said that I won’t be able to finish the training and
they thought that I would quit after a month. I did not pay attention to those
words because I was determined. When I came and applied with ZOE, I first
thought they wouldn’t accept me, but here I am today. 

I’m thankful to God that I am here. I really believe it is God’s calling for my life.
After having been here for about 2-3 weeks, I noticed that there are many
things in me that are changing. One of them is that God takes away a desire to
go back and do what I did before.

 Finally, I would like to share with you that my parents are healthy and very
happy now. They love me and I love them too! All of this is because God has a
good plan and He loves me. I am thankful to God for His calling and for
choosing me to be in this place. I’m chosen to be a great man of God to carry
out the light to the people in this world. I will bring back those lost souls to
Him! I can do all things according to His will. He is my Redeemer and He is
the LORD of my life!

Student'sTestimony

IN SPITE OF THEIR WORRIES,
THEY ALSO HAD ALWAYS PRAYED FOR ME.
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ZOE continued to fulfill the goal of reaching

every person with the good news of Jesus

Christ. ZOE Leadership Training students

spent 2 weekends per month on outreaches

sharing God's love through the arts, music,

and media. They visited rural villages as well

as markets in the city.

During their school break, the students

continued to live out what they had learned

in the classroom. One student shared about

visiting a prison to preach the gospel.

Despite being fearful at first, he says, “I

realized...they were hopeless and needed

someone to give them another hope. We

preached the gospel to many people there

and a few of them gave their lives to Jesus!

May God be glorified!”

In this quarter, ZOE continued to

compassionately display the love of God,

pray for people who were suffering, as well

as help provide strategic and practical

solutions throughout Thailand.

ZOE partnered with Children's
Hunger Fund to empower local
leaders and pastors to deliver over
9,900 food boxes.
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DISCIPLESHIP

The ZOE parents and staff are continually pouring into the lives of the

children at ZOE. Intentional discipleship happens within each of the

families as they live life together.

Taking focused times to teach and train children happens not just on a

daily basis, but through weekly and quarterly developed programs

and planned teaching sessions.

Each year, in the school breaks, ZOE offers week-long camps for the

children and youth. They learn from the Bible, memorize Scripture,

play games, worship, and pray. As a Christian organization, ZOE

desires to train children to be followers of Jesus...to love and walk as

He did.

As Christmas approached the ZOE children fundraised and prepared

gifts to bless another children's home for Christmas. They raised

enough money to grant each child the items on their wish list. They

shopped for their buddy and even generously contributed from their

own wallets to make sure their partner would not go without.

They demonstrated how to give selflessly and bless others. Their

beautiful acts of love and kindness in turn blessed many of the ZOE

parents, volunteers, and staff.



I admit it; I’m probably a little bit of a fussy coffee drinker. I’m not
knowledgeable enough about all-things-coffee to be called a coffee-snob but high
maintenance enough to not just drink anything.

I know people who can drink any type of coffee: filtered, drip, percolated, cold
brew, and they’re not picky about how strong it is, or whether it has a burnt,
bitter, or smooth taste – they just need coffee! But not me…I would rather go
without coffee altogether and suffer the consequences of a caffeine-withdrawal-
headache than drink coffee that I don’t like.

So aside from all the obvious benefits of ZOE’s vocational training program, like
equipping students with marketable educational and vocational skills, I get so
excited when I see the commitment from our Vocational School teachers who
are helping to prepare children to enter adulthood with the skills necessary to
provide a decent and honorable living.

I can testify to the fact that the barista training, which takes students on a
journey of learning all about different types of coffee beans, the machines
involved (grinder and roaster), milk frothing techniques, and money handling
skills, is successfully helping to provide a marketable job skill in a hands-on
way.

Unfortunately, over the years, I have tasted a lot of not-so-good coffees as I have
been out and about, but not at ZOE! The training is spot on and the coffees they
are producing are delicious.

What’s also good about the barista training, as well as most of the other
vocational training courses, is that they can take place on the ZOE campus. This
ensures that all of the children in ZOE’s care – including those with higher
levels of safety risk – have the opportunity to learn. This also enables ZOE to
provide the training in a cost-effective manner. Each 20-week training unit has
been designed to serve as either a stand-alone vocational training resource or
as a component of a broader vocational education.

What’s not to love about that?

But back to drinking coffee…there are actually many health benefits, which I’m
sure you know, but even if there wasn’t, I’d be happy to sample the ZOE
Vocational School’s coffee-making efforts any day!

- ZOE Fieldworker

Barista Training
VOCATIONAL TRAINING

T H A I L A N D  |  V O C A T I O N A L  T R A I N I N G
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ZOE desires to inspire the church to engage in world missions.

In 2018, two joint teams from the U.S. and the very first mission team from
Japan, came to serve at ZOE in Thailand.

A big part of each trip was spent learning about ZOE, understanding the
complexities of trafficking, as well as seeing the roles of the Leadership
Training, Child Rescue Department, and the other areas of ZOE.

Team members had experiences sharing the gospel, going on outreaches,
assisting with anti-trafficking education in villages, encouraging long-term
volunteers, learning simple Thai phrases, practicing conversational English with
the Leadership Training students, as well as spending time around the ZOE
staff, parents, and families

Some team members were so impacted and inspired that they went back home
with a fire and passion to see human trafficking stopped. Some of them even
helped organize satellite Rescue Walks in Hawaii, Tennessee, and Illinois.

ZOE also welcomed 2 new long-term missionaries who had been short-term
team members in the past.

I’m convinced ZOE Thailand has sown
countless tears over many years and the
reaping of joy overflows to bless even the
short-term mission teams like us who come.
ZOE Short-term Team Member

Shoes donated by Life Outreach International

Gail Nitta, a ZOE short-term team member who became the

ZOE on-the-ground coordinator for Hawaii’s ZOE Rescue Walk.
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PREVENTION

ZOE continued its work in the area of Prevention, consistently visiting different

schools and villages with Human Trafficking Prevention content and information.

After one presentation, a child under the age of 10, asked “What if I saw

trafficking in my village? Who will I notify and what if I informed the suspect?

What should I do?” ZOE's team was able to address this question and ease

their concerns, giving them the knowledge and tools to keep themselves, their

friends, and their family safe.

This year, short-term teams from Japan and America were able to join the

ZOE prevention team on an overnight outreach. Each team brought a creative

activity/game to share with the children in the village as well as being able to

work alongside the team to help educate and bring awareness about the

dangers of trafficking.

It was also at these outreaches that ZOE received tips on possible children in

danger of, or already in, trafficking situations.

ZOE protects the identity and dignity of children and does not show trafficked children.

32,930 CHILDREN HAVE BEEN TAUGHT THROUGH THE ZOE CHILD

TRAFFICKING PREVENTION PROGRAM -since 2007-
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In 2018, ZOE Foundation Thailand also received an

award from the Governor of Chiang Mai, recognizing it

as an “outstanding organization in supporting and

promoting anti-human trafficking activities.”

In December 2018, an official Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) was signed. New TICAC

Commander Police Lt. General Surachet Hakpal,

Commissioner of Immigration, ZOE CEO and Founder,

Michael Hart, other Thailand NGOs, FBI, and Dutch

National Police were in attendance at this MOU signing

ceremony.

ZOE was also visited by members of the U.S. State

Department, Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking

in Persons (J/TIP), and U.S. Consulate Officials.

ZOE
is officially
registered as a

in Thailand.

CHILD
PROTECTION
CENTER FOR
HUMAN
TRAFFICKING



ZOE CHILD RESCUE CENTER
Grand Opening

Mingkhwan Weerachart, Shelter for
Children and Families

Pol. Lt. General Tamasak Wicharaya with Ron
Boyer, Brad Ortenzi (ZOE)

Lt. Col. Saipin Titjarat, Lt. Col. Jareewan Putthanurak and
Maj. Gen. Montree Sambunnanon with Wichaphon,

Phichanida, ZOE
Members of Thailand Internet Crimes Against

Children (TICAC)



Organizations
represented at the
opening included:

Thailand Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

USA Consulate in Chiang
Mai

Provincial Office of
Chiang Mai

District Office of Doi
Saket

Sub-district Office of
Bpamiang

Royal Thai Police

Thailand Internet Crimes
Against Children

Thailand Department of
Special Investigations

Department of Anti-
Human Trafficking

Division

Region 5 Police

Chiang Mai Provincial
Police

United States Homeland
Security Investigations

United States Federal
Bureau of Investigations

Royal Canadian Mounted
Police

Social Welfare Office of
Chiang Mai

Social Welfare Office of
Pattaya

Chiang Mai Women and
Children’s Shelter

Lamphun Women and
Children’s Shelter

Government emergency
shelters

Chiang Mai Population
Development Office

Several NGOs

Life Outreach
International

Numton Architects

Perfect Houses

and the beloved ZOE
Staff and Volunteers

Michael Hart, ZOE International Jennifer A. Harhigh, U.S. Consul General

Brad Ortenzi, ZOE with Major Gen. Montree
Sambunnanon 

Pol. Lt. General Tamasak Wicharaya

Orrasa Taktabooth, US Embassy, Rob Abrams, HSI,
Eric Macloughlin, HSI with Michael and Carol Hart

Ralf Done, LOI with Michael
and Carol Hart



USA

Almost a third 
of human 

trafficking 
cases reported 
in the United 
States in 2018 
were minors.1

1National Human Trafficking Hotline. (2018). Retrieved from: https://humantraffickinghotline.org/
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ZOE participates in several government and community
human trafficking task forces and coalitions including:

Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force (LARHTTF)

Los Angeles County Placement Provider Roundtable

Los Angeles County Clinical Provider Roundtable

Santa Clarita Human Trafficking Task Force

Human Trafficking Congressional Advisory Committee

Los Angeles County Young Men's Human Trafficking Prevention

Curriculum Workgroup
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RESTORATION

ZOE has been able to support the County of Los Angeles by assisting with empowerment

events, activities, and gifts for more than 100 survivors of child trafficking and children at

risk of being trafficked. These include a yoga day at the beach, hip hop dance workshop,

hair care, holiday party and gifts, and biweekly trauma-informed arts-based activities.

The County of Los Angeles launched a pilot Parent Empowerment Program providing a

10-week workshop about human trafficking, trauma, and trafficker's tactics for parents of

child trafficking survivors. ZOE assisted the County by locating a church partner to host

the classes, provide child care, and provide dinner. It was an amazing opportunity to

provide a safe place for the parents and their families to gather, learn, and heal together.

In our efforts to prevent human trafficking and better meet the needs of child survivors,

ZOE provided trainings about human trafficking to schools, social workers, mental health

workers, churches, businesses, and community groups. Our team attended over 50 events

that provided awareness to over 8,500 people.

We continue to work to obtain permits to begin building our home for child trafficking

survivors on our property in North LA County. In January 2018, we drilled a new well on

our property and we hit water at a low 500 feet, even with a California drought. The same

month, we received our Regional Planning approval on our home and multi-purpose

building. In March, we submitted our plans for both the home and the multi-purpose

building to building and safety for approval.

RESTORATION



AUSTRALIA

We see the education of
students as an essential part of
bringing long-term change.
That is why ZOE Australia
continues to provide free
curriculum for secondary
teachers.  In Australia, the
National Curriculum for Year
10 includes social issues such
as inequalities in wellbeing
and conflict.  The study of
human trafficking and, more
specifically, child trafficking in
Thailand, fits the curriculum
requirements as children learn
about wellbeing and equality
and evaluate the differences
between countries.

DAVID CROSS
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In 2018, many of ZOE Australia’s newest partners came to see

the work of ZOE in Thailand.  The year began with the Payton

Foundation CEO, David Payton visiting to see first hand, the

ZOE Vocational Program and ZOE Learning Center that they

support.   We also welcomed supporters who have helped to

fund the ZOE Child Rescue efforts including Melbourne

business owners Grant Rule and Dr Sophie Oh and church

leaders Pastor Scott and Terry from Sydney.

Payton

Foundation CEO,

David Payton,

with daughter

Elley and brother

Steve Payton

visiting ZOE

Thailand.

Payton

Foundation CEO,

David Payton,

with brother

Steve Payton

visiting ZOE

Thailand.
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VISITORS

ZOE also welcomed Jason

and Paulina Smith and their

family who were

instrumental in helping ZOE

to bring the vision of the

ZOE Child Rescue Center

to reality.

ZOE Founders Michael and

Carol Hart visited Australia

and met with may of our

long-term Australian

partners.

Jason and Paulina Smith with their children

Lachlan, Sebastian, Morgan, Shanisha

visiting ZOE Thailand

Grant Rule and Dr Sophie Oh visiting ZOE Thailand.

Pastor Scott and Terry visiting ZOE Thailand.

A U S T R A L I A  |  R E C A P



In Australia, the ZOE advocacy and education programs continue to expand

with more and more people wanting to learn about trafficking.  The work of

ZOE was shared in many schools, businesses and events.

In Australia, new legislation was introduced on December 13th, 2017 to

prevent Australian registered child sex offenders from traveling to overseas

without permission. These legislation changes are the result of people

bringing attention to this issue.

The Entrust Foundation continued to support the ZOE Human Trafficking

Prevention Program to help raise awareness and understanding about

trafficking through education. ZOE’s education program is taught in rural

villages, schools, and the city slums.  Many of the target audience are poor,

uneducated, and undocumented.  Poverty is a major driver of trafficking.

Traffickers exploit these vulnerable people to recruit their victims.

An Australian donor also funded a larger parcel of land for ZOE Thailand,

that will enable ZOE to provide increased safety for children at the ZOE

Child Rescue Centre, and the development of this land will increase

opportunities for children in the areas of education and vocational training.

“We see the education of students as an essential part of bringing long-term
change. That is why ZOE Australia continues to provide free curriculum for
secondary teachers.  In Australia, the National Curriculum for Year 10 includes
social issues such as inequalities in wellbeing and conflict.  The study of human
trafficking and, more specifically, child trafficking in Thailand, fits the
curriculum requirements as children learn about wellbeing and equality and
evaluate the differences between countries.”

DAVID CROSS
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ENTRUST FOUNDATION
Dinner in Australia



To be free is not merely 
to cast off one’s chains, 
but to live in a way that 
respects and enhances 
the freedom of others.

Nelson Mandela

MEXICO



ZOE Mexico is located in Oaxaca, Mexico, which is considered to be a crossroad for 
human trafficking as a source, destination, and transit state for this crime. We are 
beginning our work with Child Trafficking Prevention. Our goal is to spread 
awareness of child trafficking first as most Mexican citizens are largely unaware of the 
child slavery around them.

Prevention

• Awareness and Education - Raising awareness online, at conferences and events,
and in schools

• Collaboration - Partnering with E-Kids Global School to provide education in a safe
environment for children who are at risk of trafficking in Mexico.

• Human Trafficking Curriculum - ZOE has created a human trafficking prevention
curriculum to be taught to schools in vulnerable communities throughout Mexico.

Rescue

• Child Trafficking Victims
• ZOE is planning to expand rescue efforts in the future as the Lord opens doors. For

now, we will continue praying for and supporting local authorities in Mexico.

Restoration

• Children’s Home - ZOE is
collaborating with the
Mexican government to
build a safe home for the
restoration of survivors of
child trafficking.

HIGHLIGHT



"The people around us, the victims of human trafficking, have 
experienced injustice, on top of injustice, on top of injustice. It’s so 
terrible what they have lived. When we give, we are just doing an 
act of justice. We are not good people, we are not generous. We 
are just...just...

From a home where my parents are now 60 years married, a lot of 
love, I lived in the United States, I lived in Europe, I have everything 
a person could dream. So when I stand beside [a trafficking 
victim], I realize that not one of us chose where to be born. So why 
do I  believe I am better or being "generous" to her? It is only 
Justice!

If you were a bank, receiving the deposits of love, of generosity, of 
blessing, and you feel you are good because you give a check with 
money?  No. They were an empty bank that received zero, and 
after that they took away their dignity. So, it’s not an act of 
goodness...no we are not special. We are just conscious of how 
responsible we are living in this world with so much."

Rosi Orozco (human rights activist in Latin America focused on 
human trafficking)
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JAPAN

I am grateful for what I
experienced at ZOE
Thailand. I will carry the
experiences of tenderness,
the zeal for justice, and the
thorough reformation of
the love of Christ back
with me to Japan, where
God has called me and
where my heart is.

SHORT-TERM MISSIONS TEAM MEMBER
FROM JAPAN'S FIRST EVER MISSIONS TRIP 
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PREVENTION

After 15 years of evangelism in Japan, ZOE International is excited to

announce the expansion of our efforts to combat Human Trafficking.

The global problem of Human Trafficking has not left this beautiful island

nation untouched. From the sophisticated prostitution networks preying on

vulnerable women and girls to the large problem of Enjo Kosai- also known as

"compensated dating” that is rampant throughout Japan … there is work to be

Done!

In the last decade, Japan has begun to recognize the problem of human trafficking

within their borders. The Japanese Network Against Trafficking in Persons (JNATIP)

has been instrumental in lobbying the government to implement policy changes. In

2005, Japan made human trafficking illegal. This has resulted in the very first cases of

prosecution and conviction of traffickers. While this is exciting news and progress is

being made, there is still much work to be done. The majority of the Japanese

people are still unaware of the magnitude of the problem. This is why education and

awareness are major keys to fighting this evil.

Our office located in Michida, Tokyo, Japan and it is in the heart of what is known as

“the west Kabukicho.” This area is known for the numerous hostess bars, love hotels

and other establishments that promote the sex trade. The placement of our office in

this area allows us to be a shining light in the darkness. We continue to pray over this

area and believe that God will transform it and Japan.
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First Mission Trip to Thailand from JapaN
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WHAT WE DID THIS YEAR.

9 Japanese members went to serve and learned about

ministry in Thailand.



3 Outreaches

to local

children in

partnership

with local

church

43 kids
participated
in J.O.Y. Club
Christmas
party

40 people (30
children)
participated
on outreach

30 people
came to
Christmas
Youth Party

EVANGELISM

41 kids
accepted
Jesus at J.O.Y.
Club ministry



We spoke and taught at churches, high school gathering, and Christian business

people gathering in Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka.

Speaking engagements and workshops

Prayerwalk on neon streets and love hotel streets

Translated ZOE materials and created ZOE Japan version of

videos, stickers, and wristbands.



FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Program Services 
75%

Admin
19%

Fundraising 
6%

Program Services
$2,531,253

Admin
$668,614

Fundraising
$187,593

For our full financial report go to:
goZOE.org/about/financials

Total Support & Contributions
$4,680,748

Breakdown of Expenses
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OUR BOARD
OF

DIRECTORS

Michael Hart 

(CEO/Founder of ZOE)

CAROL Hart 

(President/Founder of ZOE)

MAURICIO RUIZ

(Senior Pastor of Elevate Church)

LES GINOZA 

(Vice President/ZOE Missionary)
STAN DATE

(Retired IBM Executive)

KEITH HERSHEY

(CEO/Founder of Mutual Faith Ministries)

TODD POWERS

(Founder of Empower International)

INTEGRITY & TRANSPARENCY
ZOE International is committed to operating with financial integrity. Therefore, we provide full disclosure of our
financial records, including a complete, third-party audit, the results of which can be found on our website. In
addition, several trusted watchdog reviewers consistently give ZOE their highest marks for program efficiency
and financial integrity.




